Use of a double resonance electron capture dissociation experiment to probe fragment intermediate lifetimes.
The relative abundances of fragment ions in electron capture dissociation (ECD) are often greatly affected by the secondary and tertiary structures of the precursor ion, and have been used to derive the gas-phase conformations of the protein ions. In this study, it is found that resonance ejection of the charge reduced molecular ion during ECD resulted in significant changes in many fragment ion populations. The ratio of the ion peak intensities in the double resonance (DR)-ECD to that in the normal ECD experiment can be used to calculate the lifetime of the radical intermediates from which these fragments are derived. These lifetimes are often in the ms range, a time sufficiently long to facilitate multiple free radical rearrangements. These ratios correlate with the intramolecular noncovalent interactions in the precursor ion, and can be used to deduce information about the gas-phase conformation of peptide ions. DR-ECD experiments can also provide valuable information on ECD mechanisms, such as the importance of secondary electron capture and the origin of c./z ions.